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Abstract 

In this work we investigate a nanometric copper oxide (CuO) anode for lithium-ion batteries by 

combining electrochemical measurements and ex situ X-ray computed tomography (CT) at the 

nanoscale. The electrode reacts by conversion at about 1.2 and 2.4 V vs. Li+/Li during discharge and 

charge, respectively, delivering a capacity between 500 mAh g−1 to over 600 mAh g−1. Three-

dimensional nano-CT imaging reveals substantial reorganization of the CuO particles and 

precipitation of a Li+-conducting film suitable for a possible application in the battery. Therefore, a 

lithium-ion cell exploiting the high capacity of the conversion process is assembled by using a high-

performance LiNi0.33Co0.33Mn0.33O2 cathode reacting at 3.9 V vs. Li+/Li. The cell is proposed as 

energy-storage system with average working voltage of about 2.5 V, specific capacity of 170 mAh 

gcathode
−1, efficiency exceeding 99%, and very stable cycling. 
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Introduction 

The lithium-ion battery (LIB) is amongst the most relevant and attractive electrochemical energy-

storage systems, which is widely adopted in devices ranging from power drills to electronics, medical 

devices, and electric vehicles.[1,2] Further need for efficient rechargeable batteries has been triggered 

by the rapid adoption of intermittent renewable energy technologies.[3] In this view, the research for 

alternative lithium-ion battery configurations beside the most common one, which is based on 

graphite anode and lithium cobalt oxide cathode,[4] is considered of crucial importance to mitigate the 

increasing economic and environmental challenges.[5] Among the several alternative cathodes 

proposed by literature,[6] lithium enriched layered oxides based on various metals,[7] high-voltage 

spinel-structure metal oxides,[8] and phospho-olivine polyanionic electrodes[9] have been considered 

the most suitable materials. In particular, metal-substituted layered oxides, in which cobalt is partly 

replaced by manganese and nickel according to various ratios, have been indicated as attractive 
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cathodes due to their lower cost, mitigated environmental impact and higher electrochemical stability 

at large intercalation degree compared to conventional LiCoO2.[10] Several anode materials with 

improved lithium-storage characteristics have been proposed to replace graphite in order to increase 

the LIBs energy density.[11] Among the negative electrodes, Li-alloy materials such as silicon, tin, 

and antimony, have demonstrated the most relevant properties in terms of working voltage and 

specific capacity.[12] Relevantly, the large volume changes occurring during the electrochemical Li-

alloying process were successfully buffered by sophisticated nanostructures benefitting from top-

down and bottom-up material-engineering approaches to promote the electrode stability.[13] 

Metal oxides, such as CuO,[14] NiO[15] and Fe2O3,[16] may reversibly exchange more than 1 

equivalent of lithium according to a multi-electron conversion mechanism, also called displacement, 

evolving within a wide potential region with remarkable specific capacity.[17] Therefore, the above 

mentioned oxides have been proposed as alternative to graphite and Li-alloys for application as 

anodes in lithium-ion batteries characterized by high capacity and, at the same time, low cost.[18] 

However, the relevant voltage hysteresis between charge and discharge processes[19] and the modest 

stability of the conversion reaction due to significant structural[20] and volume changes,[21] has so far 

hindered the application of these intriguing electrodes in efficient full Li-ion cells.[22]  

Recently, synthetic approaches for nanostructured metal oxides capable of retaining structural 

integrity and ensuring electrode stability have been developed, which has only partly mitigated the 

voltage hysteresis issue.[16,23–26] Indeed, the complex displacement reaction pathway involving 

massive electrode reorganizations actually affects the electrochemical potential stability upon 

prolonged cycling and leads to capacity decay,[24,27] thus limiting the practical applications of metal 

oxide anodes.[28,29] 

Advanced ex and in situ measurements have promoted the fundamental understanding of the 

structural and morphological modifications, as well as of the metal oxide composition effects on the 

conversion reaction features.[21,27,30–33] Among the various investigation approaches, three-

dimensional imaging at the micro- and nanoscale may actually shed light on the particle evolution 
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throughout the lithium-exchange process and reveal crucial morphological parameters for electrode 

modelling, such as the phase volume fraction and the particle size distribution.[34–36] In particular, X-

ray nano-computed tomography (CT) allows a detailed reconstruction of the spatial distribution of 

the various electrode components,[37] and provides useful qualitative compositional information 

associated with the attenuation of the incident beam.[38] Insights of the displacement process may 

pave the way for a performance enhancement aiming at the effective employment of metal oxides as 

anodes in efficient and stable full-cells, which is considered essential to demonstrate the applicability 

of this class of materials.[11] Therefore, we have studied in this work structure, morphology and 

electrochemical response of a nanometric copper oxide (CuO) electrode. The material reorganizations 

due to conversion with lithium upon charge/discharge cycles have been thoroughly characterized 

through ex situ nano-CT and the high reversibility of the electrochemical reaction is further assessed 

in full-cell configuration with a LiNi0.33Co0.33Mn0.33O2 cathode. Although the latter study may not be 

directly related to the fundamental characterization of the electrochemical conversion of CuO, full-

cell demonstration may advantageously link basic and applied research on lithium-ion battery 

materials. Thus, the deeper insight on the structural evolution of the electrode in the cell provided by 

X-ray CT and electrochemistry can actually allow an advanced lithium-ion battery. 

Results and discussion 

Prior to electrochemical characterization, the nanometric CuO has been studied in terms of structure 

and morphology (Fig. 1) in order to preliminarily evaluate the suitability of the material for cell 

application. The X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of Fig. 1a show pronounced crystallinity, and a 

primary CuO unit cell with monoclinic lattice which appertains to the C1c1 (9) space group according 

to the ICDD (PDF #80-1916). Furthermore, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images (Fig. 1b, c) 

reveal primary sub-micrometric agglomerates with a size approaching 500 nm of nanometric particles 

(70 nm), which are clearly evidenced by the transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of Fig. 

1c,e. The selected area diffraction pattern (SADP) of the nanoparticles shows a crystalline structure 
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in agreement with XRD (see Fig. 1e inset). This agglomerated nanometric morphology and the 

defined crystalline structure are expected to ensure suitable behavior of the CuO electrode in a lithium 

cell.[24] Indeed, the nanometric particle size may mitigate the volume changes of the electrode during 

cycling[39] and enhance the rate capability,[40] while the presence of agglomerates prevents possible 

electrode pulverization[41] and limits the reactivity of the material at the electrode/electrolyte 

interphase that is generally promoted by the presence of dispersed nanoparticles, in particular at the 

electrode surface.[13] Relevantly, the absence of impurities or carbonaceous matrixes in the electrode 

formulation (see experimental section) may actually limit possible parasitic reactions, which 

generally lead to a remarkable decrease of the coulombic efficiency of the material in lithium cells, 

thus hindering its possible use in stable full Li-ion cells.[42,43] 

Figure 1 

Figure 2 shows the cyclic voltammetry (CV) response (a) and the Nyquist plots of 

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements (b) performed at the OCV, after the 

first, second and third cycle in three-electrode lithium cell using the nanometric CuO as the working 

electrode. The voltammograms of Fig. 2a reveal a first cathodic scan characterized by the presence 

of a strong reduction peak at about 1.1 V vs. Li+/Li and a shoulder at about 0.8 V vs. Li+/Li, which 

are mainly ascribed to the conversion of CuO to metallic Cu and Li2O, as widely described in 

literature.[44–48] CV reveals additional irreversible processes occurring throughout the first discharge 

at about 1.6, 1.1, and 0.8 V vs. Li+/Li, which may be attributed to electrolyte reduction with 

consequent formation of a SEI layer at the electrode surface,[49] as well as to possible rearrangements 

within the electrode. A further peak at potential values close to 0 V vs. Li+/Li suggests insertion in 

the Super P conductive additive[46] along with possible electrolyte decomposition[50] at the lowest 

potential values. During the first anodic scan, the voltammogram shows a minor oxidation peak at 

about 0.8 V vs. Li+/Li, and a main peak at about 2.5 vs. Li+/Li due to the electrochemical charge of 

the electrode material.[44–48] The subsequent voltammetry cycles reveal a reduction peak around 1.3 

V vs. Li+/Li during the cathodic scan, which is reversed into a broad oxidation peak around 2.5 V vs. 
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Li+/Li during the anodic scan. These two peaks, in addition to minor reversible peaks at about 0.8 V 

vs. Li+/Li during reduction and 2.0 V vs. Li+/Li during oxidation, are attributed to the multi-electron 

conversion reaction between CuO and Li (equation (1)), according to a mechanism already studied in 

literature.[44,48] 

CuO + 2Li → Cu + Li2O          (1) 

It is worth mentioning that the reaction pathway includes intermediate steps involving minor 

lithiation of CuO at the higher voltages, i.e., above 2 V, to form a copper oxide described herein as 

LiyCuO (y < 0.1) in which CuII is partially reduced to CuI,[44] followed by a massive electrode 

reorganization ascribed to conversion with the formation of a CuI
2O phase and eventually metallic 

Cu embedded into a Li2O matrix.[21] These processes lead to a significant volumetric change upon 

discharge, which may adversely affect the reversibility of the conversion reaction upon prolonged 

cycling.[21] Furthermore, literature studies have suggested a partially reversible conversion of CuO, 

due to the presence of CuI in the fully charged electrode.[31] Fig. 2a reveals a remarkable voltage 

hysteresis, as typically attributed to the reaction pathways between oxidation and reduction which 

involves relevant structural change.[51] In order to further investigate the electrode evolution upon 

cycling we have performed EIS measurements throughout the CV. The related Nyquist plots in Fig. 

2b evidence at the OCV the typical profile expected for a blocking electrode, characterized by the 

presence of a semicircle at the medium-high frequencies (inset of Fig. 2b) due to the 

electrode/electrolyte interphase, with a resistance of 21 Ω, and an almost vertical line ascribed to the 

geometric cell capacitance.[47] After the first voltammetry cycle, the interphase resistance increases 

up to 95 Ω due to the SEI growth and the contribution of the charge transfer.[52] A possible overlapping 

of the related semicircles does not allow us to clearly discern the responses of SEI and charge transfer, 

which are expected at high and medium frequencies, respectively. Furthermore, a tilted line ascribed 

to Warburg-type lithium ions diffusion phenomena may be observed in the low frequency region.[47] 

The Nyquist plots after the second and third cycles in Fig. 2b reveal the same profile of the one 
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observed after the first complete voltammetry scan, however with an interphase resistance increasing 

up to 151 and 211 Ω, respectively. The increase of the cell resistance may be likely associated both 

with the growth of a SEI layer at the electrode surface and with the above mentioned modification of 

the nanometric CuO electrode during conversion reaction which unavoidably lead to the relevant 

charge/discharge polarization observed by voltammetry in Fig. 2a.[47,52] Despite the relatively large 

potential hysteresis and the resistance increase by cycling, the CV trends and the interphase 

characteristics observed in Fig. 2 appear suitable for battery application,[47,52] which is hereafter 

proven by galvanostatic cycling of the nanometric CuO electrode in lithium cell. 

Figure 2 

Figure 3 reports the cycling performance of CuO in lithium half-cells at various currents. A 

rate capability test is preliminarily performed by changing the current from C/10 to 1C, and reported 

in terms of voltage profile (Fig. 3a) and corresponding cycling response with coulombic efficiency 

(Fig. 3b). During the first cycle (inset of Fig. 3a), the voltage profile shows a discharge plateau at 

about 1.1 V extending up to about 800 mAh g−1, which is followed by a progressive slope down to 

0.02 V leading to a specific capacity slightly exceeding 1000 mAh g−1. This shape, corresponding to 

the processes already observed by CV in Fig. 2, is reversed during charge into a tilted line, extending 

from 0.01 V to 2 V, with a capacity of about 200 mAh g−1, and a plateau above 2 V at the end of 

which the capacity reaches a value approaching 400 mAh g−1. Hence, the first cycle is characterized 

by a low coulombic efficiency (Fig. 3b) which is ascribed both to the irreversible formation of the 

SEI and to the nature of the conversion process involving changes of the electrode structure, likely 

leading to a partial loss or insulation of the active material.[22,53] The second cycle (not reported) as 

well as the steady-state cycles at C/10 (Fig. 3a) are characterized by a different, more sloped profile 

during discharge with respect to the first one, while similar charge profiles are observed with a 

remarkably stable capacity of about 540 mAh g−1 (80 % of the theoretical capacity) and a coulombic 

efficiency approaching 100% (Fig. 3b). It is worth mentioning that both the change of the discharge 

profiles and the increase of the reversible capacity from 400 mAh g−1 to 540 mAh g−1 at the steady 
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state indicate progressive electrode modifications during cycling,[22] which are accompanied by a 

gradual electrochemical activation of part of the CuO inactive during the initial stages of the cycling 

test.[54] The tests at C-rate higher than C/10 lead to the expected slight increase of polarization (Fig. 

3a) and a decrease of delivered capacity (Fig. 3b) to 480, 438, 380 and 341 mAh g−1 at C/5, C/3, C/2 

and 1C rate, respectively, while the efficiency permanently approaches 100% upon 1 cycle after each 

current change. Remarkably, the reversible capacity delivered at low C-rate (540 mAh g−1 at C/10) 

exceeds the one of the commercial graphite conventionally used in lithium-ion cell (372 mAh g−1),[5] 

while the value at the highest C-rate (341 mAh g−1 at 1C) approaches the graphite capacity at a 

significantly higher specific current (1C = 674 mA g−1 for CuO and 372 mA g−1 for graphite).[5] 

Furthermore, the cell fully recovers its reversible capacity by lowering back the current to the initial 

value of C/10 (Fig. 3b), thus accounting for an enhanced stability of the electrode material during 

cycling.  

Galvanostatic tests at fixed current values are performed in order to evaluate the cycle life of 

the material in lithium cell (Fig. 3c-h). The voltage profiles (Fig. 3c) and the cycling trend with 

coulombic efficiency (Fig. 3d) of the measurements performed at C/20 reveal the above mentioned 

irreversible capacity during the first cycle in addition to an activation process,[54] prolonged for about 

30 cycles, which leads to a steady-state capacity of about 620 mAh g−1 (92% of the theoretical value) 

and a coulombic efficiency approaching 100% (Fig. 3d). After the first charge/discharge cycle, the 

cell shows an average working voltage of about 1.8 V and a stable profile reflecting the above 

mentioned capacity increase (Fig. 3c). The cells cycled at C/10 (Fig. 3e,f) and C/5 (Fig. 3h,g) evidence 

a very similar trend of both voltage profile and cycling response, despite a lower reversible capacity 

due to increasing polarization by raising currents, that is, 570 and 480 mAh g−1, respectively. It is 

worth mentioning that the activation trend and duration appear to be affected by the current value 

which likely influences the kinetics of the electrode material reorganization.[55]  

Figure 3 
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In summary, the results of Figs. 2 and 3 reveal reversible conversion processes with high 

coulombic efficiency, considered suitable for possible application,[5] and suggest a gradual electrode 

rearrangement promoted by the well-known structural changes associated with the displacement 

reaction[22] leading to activation by cycling. Such a reorganization of MexOy compounds upon 

reaction with lithium via conversion in cell has been already investigated by literature works 

combining structural, morphological, and electrochemical techniques, which evidenced the formation 

of metallic nanodomains within a Li2O matrix during discharge along with significant volume change 

and deposition of a SEI layer at low potential vs. Li+/Li.[22] Accordingly, the particle size of the active 

material modifies during subsequent charge/discharge cycles.[31] Herein, the three-dimensional 

electrode structure has been imaged by means of X-ray nano-CT in order to further shed light on the 

CuO particle evolution upon cycling. A micro-CT scan of a pristine sample reveals the main features 

of the electrode, consisting of highly attenuating (bright) micrometric particles surrounded by a finely 

dispersed mixture of CuO, PVDF, and carbon, as well as lowly attenuating (dark) cracks and 

micropores (see the related cross-sectional slice in Fig. S1 of the Supporting Information). Whilst the 

large field of view (about 470 µm) provides a reasonable representation of the bulk electrode 

morphology, the relatively low resolution of X-ray micro-CT (voxel size about 507×507×507 nm3) 

does not allow us to discern the CuO nanostructures, formed by sub-micrometric agglomerates of 

particles with size of about 70 nm according SEM and TEM (see Fig. 1b-e). On the other hand, X-

ray nano-CT advantageously reveals more detailed characteristics of the CuO aggregates within a 

field of view of about 65 μm due to a voxel axis as low as 63 nm.  

Microscale pillars have been prepared by laser milling a pristine sample as well as electrodes 

after 1 and 10 galvanostatic cycles at a C/5 rate (1C = 674 mA g−1) in a lithium-half cell (see the 

experimental section and Fig. S2 in the Supporting Information for further details). SEM-EDS 

analysis of the laser-milled electrodes confirms the morphological features observed in Fig. 1b-c and 

suggests a significant change of the electrode morphology upon 10 cycles, that is, a slight growth and 

agglomeration of the CuO particles after 1 cycle, followed by formation of a thick SEI layer over the 
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electrode surface after 10 cycles (see Fig. S2 in the Supporting Information). The electron 

backscattering provides qualitative information about the sample composition, suggesting a 

passivation layer mainly located over the electrode and formed by light elements (see Fig. S2o-p 

related to the electrode after 10 cycles). Meanwhile, the corresponding EDS (Fig. S2q) clearly 

indicates the presence of Cu, C, O, and F in the electrodes, and reveals a different elemental 

distribution after 10 cycles for SEI layer and electrode bulk in agreement with the SEM images. 

Indeed, SEI shows high C content and bulk evidences high Cu content, while O and F are observed 

in both sides, according to the electrode formulation and the already reported composition of the SEI 

in conventional alkyl-carbonate solutions using LiPF6.[56] 

Panels a, b and c of Fig. 4 show cross-sectional slices orthogonal to the current collector 

obtained from nano-CT imaging on pristine CuO, CuO after 1 cycle and CuO after 10 cycles, 

respectively. The related grayscale histograms of Fig. 4d suggest a gradual change of the X-ray 

attenuation in the samples as a result of cycling, namely a decrease of attenuation for the high-contrast 

domains. Since the nano-CT scans have been carried out under the same accelerating voltage and 

exposure time, the difference in terms of grayscale value for the various domains may be directly 

related to the attenuation coefficients, thus providing information about changes of density of the 

observed materials throughout cycling.[38] Based on the results of the structural, morphological and 

electrochemical characterization above reported, four phases corresponding to the peaks in Fig. 4d at 

increasing grayscale values (increasing attenuation) have been identified by using a thresholding 

method,[38] and attributed to pores/exterior, SEI, carbon-binder domain, and copper oxide. The similar 

X-ray scattering coefficient of pores/exterior, SEI, and carbon-binder domain might lead to some 

degree of uncertainty in the segmentation. Herein we have identified the grayscale cutoffs between 

the lowly attenuating domains as the minima of the histograms in Fig. 4d.[38] Furthermore, the 

grayscale curves may allow us to distinguish two CuO domains. Thus, the peak at middle-high 

grayscale values and shoulder at high grayscale values are respectively attributed to a low-density 

CuO domain, represented by partially agglomerated, small, grey particles in panels a-c, and to a high-
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density CuO domain, consisting of large, bright particles in panels a-c. The observation of highly-

attenuating, large particles beside the nanoparticles agglomerates (observed in Fig. 1b-e) is in 

agreement with the micro-CT results. Further scans of pristine electrodes prepared without laser 

milling are consistent with Fig. 4a, thereby excluding possible effects of the high-energy 

micromachining on the sample composition (see the experimental section and Fig. S3 in the 

Supporting Information for additional details). It is worth mentioning that the CuO domains in the 

electrodes after 1 and 10 cycles reasonably include CuI-containing phases due to the partial 

irreversibility of conversion process according to Figs. 2 and 3.[31] As expected, the ratio between the 

grayscale peak values of carbon-binder to pores is approximately constant for the three samples, while 

that of CuO to pores gradually decreases after cycling, thereby suggesting a decrease of copper oxide 

density.[38] However, the voxel resolution does not allow observation of possible nanoporosity, which 

might partially account for the observed X-ray attenuation values within the CuO domains. Based on 

these considerations and on literature works,[21,31,44,48] low-density copper oxide might include 

nanopores as well as unreacted Cu2O and Li2O species. Therefore, the two CuO domains shown by 

both nano- and micro-CT might be actually formed by various phases whose nanostructure cannot be 

effectively detected within our experimental conditions. Accordingly, the observation of low and high 

density CuO and their relative changes upon cycling should be considered as a significant qualitative 

information about the nanostructure reorganization undergone by the active material, leading to a 

decrease of the X-ray attenuation, rather than a rigorous identification of two distinct phases. Thus, a 

clear separation of the two domains is not straightforward. Herein we have arbitrarily designed the 

greyscale cutoffs based on the shape of the histogram curve (Fig. 4d). 

Figure 4 

The segmented cross-sectional slices corresponding to panels a, b and c of Fig. 4, shown in 

panels e, f and g, respectively, display a rearrangement of the CuO aggregates after cycling, along 

with formation of an SEI layer over the surface and within the porosity of the electrode. In agreement 

with the EIS results revealing a constant increase of the electrode/electrolyte interphase resistance by 
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cycling (Fig. 2), the passivation layer gradually grows after the 1st cycle, eventually leading to a low-

density film likely including nanopores.[57] On the other hand, the low thickness of the SEI after the 

1st discharge/charge does not allow a clear observation by nano-CT. Despite the fact that the thickness 

remarkably increases after the 10th cycle, the SEI exhibits fast Li+-transport properties leading to 

suitable charge transfer as demonstrated by galvanostatic tests in Figs. 3 and S2a (Supporting 

Information). The phase volume fraction of a cropped cube excluding the electrode surface has been 

calculated and reported in Fig. 4h. The analysis reveals a clear trend upon cycling, characterized by 

a gradual increase of the volume fraction of copper oxide associated with a contraction of the carbon-

binder domain, while the pores are progressively filled by the electrolyte decomposition products 

forming the SEI.[57] 

Volume rendering of the datasets (Fig. 5a-c) evidences the electrode evolution in the cell, and 

suggests substantial modifications upon 10 cycles due to SEI growth and copper oxide agglomeration. 

These observations are confirmed by the continuous particle size distribution analysis of cropped sub-

volumes reported in Fig. 5d,e (see the experimental section for further information), which reveals a 

growth of copper oxide aggregates with estimated radii ranging from 300 to 700 nm as well as a 

decrease of the number of particles smaller than 300 nm. Such changes are observed for both copper 

oxide domains, alongside with a decrease of the number of high-density CuO particles larger than 

800 nm.  

Figure 5 

Gradual nanograin aggregation in CuO-based anodes has been already suggested by studies 

conducted by coupling in situ TEM and electrochemical measurement,[31] which evidenced severe 

rearrangements upon the first lithiation/delithiation process, leading to formation of Cu2O after charge 

and eventual increase of the particle size after a few cycles. These electrode modifications typically 

involve huge volume variations[21] and may actually influence the cycling behavior in terms of 

reversible capacity.[12] It is worth mentioning in this respect that partial oxidation of Cu0 to CuI during 

charge may decrease the lithium exchange ability through displacement reaction of CuO materials 
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due to the relatively low reversible capacity of Cu2O (that is, 375 mAh g−1). Instead, our results 

indicate a beneficial effect of the massive reorganizations on the cycling ability of CuO nano-

powders, with gradual activation and stabilization of the capacity above 500 mAh g−1 by cycling (see 

Fig. 3).  

Despite the remarkable hysteresis associated with the complex conversion mechanism which 

may hinder the application in practical full-cells, a proper selection of cathode material, experimental 

setup adopted for cell assembling and testing, as well as a careful tuning of the electrodes weight to 

avoid cell instability, is expected to mitigate the intrinsic issues of metal oxide anodes.[5] Accordingly, 

a lithium-ion cell has been herein assembled by coupling the nanometric CuO anode and a 

LiNi0.33Co0.33Mn0.33O2 cathode as shown in Figure 6. The cathode belongs to a widely-investigated 

new generation of layered compounds including various metals with improved characteristics 

compared to LiCoO2, such as high specific capacity extended up 170 mAh g−1, high rate capability, 

stable cycling trend, and a suitable voltage profile centered at about 3.9 V vs. Li+/Li (see Fig. 6a).[42] 

Fig. 6b shows the actual balance used for full-cell assembly, and the steady-state voltage profile of 

anode (blue line) and cathode (red line). The graphs evidence a cathode areal capacity matching at 

the steady state a value of about 62% of the anode one, according to the adopted mass balance, that 

is, 4.0 mg cm−2 and 2.5 mg cm−2, respectively, as normalized to the geometric surface of the 

electrodes. Furthermore, Fig. 6b shows a cathode utilization leading to a maximum voltage value for 

the anode of 2.2 V vs. Li+/Li (see experimental section for details). Despite the anode excess, the 

voltage profiles of the full-cell cycled at a current of C/3 (1C = 278 mA g−1 referred to the cathode 

mass) reported in Fig. 6c reveal a very promising behavior, with a steady-state signature reflecting 

the combination of anode and cathode slopes, centered at an average value of about 2.5 V with a 

capacity approaching 170 mAh g−1. Therefore, the cell reaction pathway may be represented by the 

schematic equation (2):[42,47] 

LiyCuO + 2LiNi0.33Co0.33Mn0.33O2 + ⇌ Cu + xLi2O + 2Li(1−x+y/2)Ni0.33Co0.33Mn0.33O2  (2) 
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where x is about 0.6 Li-equivalents, corresponding to a specific capacity of 170 mAh g−1, and y (lower 

than 0.1 equivalents) is the Li content of the partially lithiated CuO (LiyCuO), preliminarily activated 

up to a voltage value of 2.2 V (see experimental section and discussion of equation (1)). Fig. 6c shows 

a rather stable full-cell voltage profile over the 40 cycles taken into account, with only minor shift to 

lower voltage values of the main sloped plateau, likely due to the gradual structural changes of the 

anode.[11,22] This remarkable behavior is attributed to the optimized cell balance and voltage limits 

adopted for cell cycling (see experimental section), to the stability of the anode as well as to the 

suitable cathode performance in terms of voltage signature, delivered capacity and cycling stability. 

Fig. 6d shows the cycling trend and coulombic efficiency of the CuO/LiNi0.33Co0.33Mn0.33O2 Li-ion 

cell. The figure suggests partial electrolyte oxidation during the first charge with possible formation 

of a stable SEI layer,[42] and reveals a capacity retention as high as 97% after 40 cycles and an 

efficiency higher than 99%. This performance is considered remarkable, particularly taking into 

account the severe issues associated with the use of Li-conversion anodes in Li-ion full-cells.[11] A 

further investigation has been carried out by combining the CuO nano-powder anode with a LiFePO4 

olivine cathode which delivers a reversible capacity approaching 160 mAh g−1 through a flat voltage 

profile[58] centered at a relatively low working potential of about 3.5 V vs. Li+/Li.[59] The cell has been 

balanced using a N/P ratio of about 1.1 in terms of capacity, corresponding to CuO and LiFePO4 

loadings of about 3.4 and 10.1 mg cm−2, respectively, as shown in Fig. S4 of the Supporting 

Information, thereby allowing almost full utilization of the anode. Accordingly, the CuO/LiFePO4 

full-cell exhibits a wide working voltage ranging from about 0.4 to 3.4 V, which slightly decreases 

throughout cycling as observed for the CuO/LiNi0.33Co0.33Mn0.33O2 cell (compare Fig. S4b of the 

Supporting Information and Fig. 6c). The voltage curves, characterized by two steps during both 

charge and discharge as well as by a significant hysteresis, reflect the electrochemical features of 

anode and cathode (compare panels a and b of Fig. S4). 

Figure 6 
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Therefore, we may remark that the adopted cell configuration and the N/P ratio, as well as the 

operating conditions in terms of voltage cutoff and C-rate, may significantly affect voltage shape, 

delivered capacity and stability of the full-cell.[5] Based on these considerations, further 

improvements may be certainly achieved by a proper cell assembling,[5] thus renewing the interest 

for nanometric metal oxide anodes with enhanced characteristics in terms of structure, morphology 

and composition.  

Conclusions 

Nanometric copper oxide has been thoroughly investigated for possible application as a conversion 

anode in Li-ion cells through a multidisciplinary approach advantageously combining 

electrochemical techniques and advanced X-ray tomography imaging. The nano-powder had 

pronounced crystallinity, with monoclinic lattice belonging to the C1c1 (9) space group, and was 

mostly formed by sub-micrometric agglomerates with size approaching 500 nm of nanoparticles 

(about 70 nm), along with relatively large, micrometric particles. Electrochemical studies showed a 

conversion reaction with suitable stability and remarkable charge/discharge hysteresis as typically 

observed for this class of anodes, in which a substantial structural change occurs during operation. 

Furthermore, the measurements in lithium cell revealed an increasing capacity trend by cycling, 

which led to a partial activation of the material. Ex situ X-ray nano-computed tomography suggested 

a substantial electrode reorganization upon cycling and gradual growth of copper oxide aggregates of 

lower density compared to the pristine material. In agreement with EIS, SEM and EDS investigations, 

three-dimensional reconstruction of the electrode throughout cycling evidenced the precipitation after 

10 cycles of a thick SEI, having high Li+ permeability reflected into remarkable cycling behavior 

upon 100 cycles. Indeed, the nanometric CuO ensured high capacity, with a maximum value 

exceeding 600 mAh g−1 after the activation ascribed to the beneficial effect of the electrode 

rearrangements. Such a performance suggested the suitability of the material for use in full-cells, 

which have been prepared and studied. In particular, a CuO/LiNi0.33Co0.33Mn0.33O2 lithium-ion 
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battery, assembled by carefully tuning the electrode masses, the N/P ratio and the voltage limits, 

stably delivered a capacity of about 170 mAh g−1 as referred to the cathode weight with an average 

voltage of about 2.5 V. Therefore, the cell is characterized by an energy density with respect to the 

cathode of about 425 Wh kg−1, which may be actually reflected into a practical energy approaching 

the one of commercial batteries based on graphite anode and layered oxide cathode.[5] Despite a 

number of issues hindering the application of conversion anodes have been not fully addressed yet, 

our results suggested a large room for improvements of nanometric transition metal oxide anodes. 

Moreover, our work highlights that the suitable combination of a thorough X-ray CT study supported 

by SEM-EDS with electrochemical characterization via voltammetry, impedance spectroscopy and 

galvanostatic cycling can effectively elucidate the structural reorganization within the electrode and 

the evolution of the SEI upon the electrochemical process. Therefore, such an interdisciplinary 

method may actually provide a deep understanding of the behavior of electrode materials in lithium-

ion batteries. 

Experimental section 

CuO nano-powder (< 50 nm by TEM, Sigma Aldrich), LiNi0.33Co0.33Mn0.33O2 (TODA), and LiFePO4 

(Aleees)[58] were characterized as received. X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the CuO nano-

powder were collected through a Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer equipped with a Cu Kα source, 

by performing a scan in the 2θ range between 6 and 70° at a rate of 5 s step−1 and employing a step 

size of 0.02°. The CuO powder was spread on a glass sample holder for XRD. Sample morphology 

was investigated by using a Zeiss EVO 40 scanning electron microscope (SEM) with a LaB6 

thermionic gun and a Zeiss EM 910 transmission electron microscope (TEM) with a tungsten 

thermionic gun. 

The electrodes were prepared by doctor-blade casting on copper (for CuO, thickness of 25 

μm, MTI Corporation) or aluminum (for LiNi0.33Co0.33Mn0.33O2 and LiFePO4, thickness of 15 μm, 

MTI Corporation) substrates of slurries formed by dispersing the active material (80 wt.%), 
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poly(vinylidene difluoride) binder (10 wt.%, PVDF 6020, Solef Solvay), and Super P conductive 

agent (10 wt.%, Timcal) in N-methyl pyrrolidone (Sigma-Aldrich). The coated foils were dried for 3 

h at 70 °C on a hot plate, cut into the form of disks with diameter of 10 and 14 mm, and then dried 

overnight at 110 °C under vacuum. The electrode loadings were ranging from 2.5 to 3.5 mg cm−2 for 

CuO, about 4 mg cm−2 for LiNi0.33Co0.33Mn0.33O2, and about 10.1 mg cm−2 for LiFePO4. 

Coin-cells for galvanostatic cycling tests and three-electrode cells (T-type) for voltammetry 

and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements were assembled in an Ar-filled 

glovebox (MBraun, O2 and H2O content below 1 ppm), by using lithium metal disks as counter and 

reference electrodes, and a Whatman® GF/D glass fiber separator soaked by LP30 electrolyte 

solution (1M LiPF6 EC:DMC 1:1 v:v). Electrodes having diameter of 14 mm (geometric area of 1.539 

cm2) and 10 mm (geometric area of 0.785 cm2) were employed for preparing coin-cells and T-type 

cells, respectively. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) and EIS were performed through a VersaSTAT MC 

Princeton Applied Research (PAR, AMETEK) multichannel potentiostat. The CV measurement was 

performed on a three-electrode lithium cell with a CuO working electrode by varying the potential 

from 3 to 0.02 V vs. Li+/Li with a scan rate of 0.1 mV s−1. EIS measurements on the same cell were 

performed at the OCV, after the 1st, 2nd and 3rd voltammetry cycles by applying an alternate voltage 

signal with amplitude of 10 mV within frequency ranging from 500 kHz to 0.1 Hz. The spectra after 

the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd cycle were analyzed by nonlinear least squares (NLLS) method using the Boukamp 

package.[60] Chi-square (χ2) values of the order of 10−4 and estimated errors on the resistive and 

pseudo-capacitive elements of the equivalent circuit lower than 10% confirm the reliability of the 

analysis for qualitative evaluation. Galvanostatic cycling measurements of half-cells using the CuO 

electrode were performed with a MACCOR Series 4000 battery test system at various C-rates (1C = 

674 mA g−1) within the 0.02 – 3 V voltage range. A rate capability test was carried out by 

galvanostatic cycling at current rates of C/10, C/5, C/3, C/2, and 1C, increasing every 5 cycles and 

decreasing back to C/10 after 26 cycles. The cycling behavior at constant current was evaluated at 

C/20, C/10, and C/5 rates. 
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Ex situ X-ray nano-computed tomography (CT) was performed on a pristine CuO sample as 

well as CuO samples after 1 and 10 galvanostatic cycles at C/5 rate (1C = 674 mA g−1). The related 

cells were assembled by using a Celgard polyolefin separator soaked by a 1.2M LiPF6, EC:EMC 1:3 

v:v electrolyte solution as above reported, cycled through a MACCOR Model 4300 battery test 

system, and disassembled into an Ar-filled glovebox (MBraun, O2 and H2O content below 1 ppm). 

The CuO electrodes were washed with DMC (anhydrous, ≥ 99%, Sigma-Aldrich) to remove the 

electrolyte and dried under vacuum for 3 min. Afterwards, the electrodes were micromachined into 

micro-scale pillars: 1 mm disks were cut out, glued onto 1 mm stainless steel (SS) dowels using an 

epoxy resin (2,4,6-tris(dimethylaminomethyl)phenol, Devcon), and then milled down to pillars of 

about 100 μm diameter. A micromachining instrument (A Series/Compact Laser Micromachining 

System, Oxford Lasers) was used for both electrode cutting and milling.[61] The electrode pillars were 

studied by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) through a Zeiss EVO MA10 employing a tungsten 

thermionic gun. Further pristine CuO samples for X-ray nano-CT were prepared in order to exclude 

possible effects of the laser milling on the sample composition. Electrode pieces were attached on SS 

needles by epoxy (2,4,6-tris(dimethylaminomethyl)phenol, Devcon) and the current collector was 

carefully peeled off by means of a sharp razor. 

Nano-CT datasets were obtained through a Zeiss Xradia 810 Ultra instrument (Carl Zeiss Inc.) 

equipped with a micro-focus rotating Cr anode (MicroMax-007HF, Rigaku) set at 35 kV and 25 mA. 

The quasi-parallel X-ray beam illuminating the sample was quasi-monochromatized at the 5.4 keV 

Cr Kα by a reflective capillary condenser, and a Fresnel zone plate focused the beam on a CCD 

detector. Nano-CT scans were performed in X-ray absorption-contrast, large-field-of-view (65×65 

μm) mode with 1 voxel binning, by taking 1601 projections rotating the sample through 180° with 50 

s exposure, thereby leading to a voxel size of about 63 nm. The tomographic datasets were 

reconstructed by the Zeiss XMReconstructor software (Carl Zeiss Inc.) employing a filtered back-

projection algorithm. Non-local means and unsharp masking filters were applied to the tomograms, 

and sub-volumes with sizes of 600×600×800 voxel3 (including the electrode surface) and 
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600×600×600 voxel3 (electrode bulk) were cropped for processing. The cropped datasets were 

segmented into four phases, i.e., pores and exterior, solid electrolyte interphase (SEI), carbon-binder 

domain, and copper oxide, by employing a grayscale threshold method.[38] Furthermore, two CuO 

domains having low and high density were identified according to the grayscale histograms. Volume 

renderings were computed for the datasets with sizes of 600×600×800 voxel3, while phase volume 

fraction and continuous particle size distribution of the copper oxide domain were calculated as 

600×600×600 voxel3. Dataset processing, segmentation, and analysis were performed through Avizo 

(Visualization Sciences Group, FEI Company), while continuous particle size distribution was 

calculated through the ImageJ plugin XLib.[62]  

The pristine CuO electrode was investigated by X-ray micro-CT through a Zeiss Xradia 520 

Versa instrument (Carl Zeiss Inc.) employing a polychromatic micro-focus source and a tungsten 

target. The electrode was cut by means of a 1 mm diameter punch and attached on a SS dowel by 

epoxy resin (2,4,6-tris(dimethylaminomethyl)phenol, Devcon). The tungsten X-ray source was set at 

100 kV and 85 µA and a 20X objective lens was used. Source and CCD detector distances were 

adjusted to obtain suitable transmission values and resolution. Micro-CT datasets were collected at 

binning 2, by taking 1601 projections rotating the sample through 360° with 13 s exposure, thus 

leading to a voxel size of 507×507×507 nm3 and a field of view of about 470×470 µm. The 

tomographic datasets were reconstructed by the Scout-and-Scan™ Control System Reconstructor 

software (Carl Zeiss Inc.) employing a filtered back-projection algorithm. 

The LiNi0.33Co0.33Mn0.33O2 electrode was studied by galvanostatic cycling in a lithium half-

cell at a C/3 rate within the 2.7 – 4.4 V voltage range. In this respect, a theoretical 1C rate was 

calculated considering the reaction of 1 Li+ equivalent per mol of LiNi0.33Co0.33Mn0.33O2, i.e., 278 

mA g−1. A CuO/LiNi0.33Co0.33Mn0.33O2 lithium-ion, two-electrode, T-type cell was prepared by using 

a CuO anode (2.5 mg cm−2) preliminary discharged and charged for 3 activation cycles at C/10 (as 

above described), with final charge up to a voltage value of 2.2 V, a pristine LiNi0.33Co0.33Mn0.33O2 

cathode (4.0 mg cm−2), and a Whatman® GF/D glass fiber separator soaked by LP30 solution (1M 
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LiPF6 EC:DMC 1:1 v:v). The cell was cycled at a C/3 rate referred to the cathode (1C = 278 mA g−1) 

within the 0.7 – 4.3 V voltage range. LiFePO4 was tested by galvanostatic cycling in a lithium half-

cell at a C/3 rate (1C = 170 mA g−1) within the 2.8 – 4.0 V voltage range. A CuO/LiFePO4 lithium-

ion, two-electrode, T-type cell was assembled by combining a CuO anode (3.4 mg cm−2) preliminary 

discharged and charged for 10 activation cycles at C/10 (as above described), with a final charge up 

to a voltage value of 2.8 V, a pristine LiFePO4 cathode (10.1 mg cm−2), and a Whatman® GF/D glass 

fiber separator soaked by LP30 solution (1M LiPF6 EC:DMC 1:1 v:v). The cell was cycled at a C/3 

rate referred to the cathode (1C = 170 mAh g−1) within the 0.1 – 3.9 V voltage range. The 

Li/LiNi0.33Co0.33Mn0.33O2, Li/LiFePO4, CuO/LiNi0.33Co0.33Mn0.33O2, and CuO/LiFePO4 cells were 

tested through a MACCOR Series 4000 battery test system. 
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Figure captions 

Figure 1. (a) X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns and photographic image (inset) of the nanometric CuO 

powder. (b-c) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and (c-d) transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM) images of the nanometric CuO powder. Inset of panel e: selected area diffraction pattern 

(SADP) of the nanometric CuO particles. 

Figure 2. (a) Cyclic voltammetry and (b) electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) Nyquist 

plots with magnification at medium-high frequency of a three-electrode lithium cell using CuO as the 

working electrode. Cyclic voltammetry performed within 0.02 – 3.0 V vs. Li+/Li using a scan rate of 

0.1 mV s−1. EIS performed at the OCV, after the first, second and third voltammetry cycle by applying 

an alternate voltage signal with amplitude of 10 mV in frequency range from 500 kHz to 0.1 Hz. 

Figure 3. Cycling performance of the CuO electrode in lithium cells using LP30 (EC:DMC 1:1 v:v, 

LiPF6) as the electrolyte within the 0.02 – 3 V range. (a, b) Rate capability test at C-rates of C/10, 

C/5, C/3, C/2 and 1C (C = 674 mA g−1) in terms of (a) voltage profiles at the steady state and (b) 

cycling behavior. Inset of panel a reports the voltage profile of the first cycle at C/10. (c, e, g) 

Galvanostatic voltage profiles and (d, f, h) corresponding cyclic behavior of tests performed at (c-d) 

C/20, (e-f) C/10, and (g-h) C/5 rate (1C = 674 mA g−1). (b, d, f, h) Cell capacity on the left and 

coulombic efficiency on the right y-axes. 

Figure 4. Ex situ X-ray nano-CT study of CuO electrode. (a-c) Cross-sectional slices extracted in a 

plane orthogonal to the current collector for (a) pristine CuO, (b) CuO after 1 cycle, and (c) CuO after 

10 cycles. (d) Grayscale histogram for the datasets. (e-g) Four-phase segmentation of the slices in 

panels a-c for (e) pristine CuO, (f) CuO after 1 cycle, and (g) CuO after 10 cycles (black: pores; grey: 

carbon-binder; light red: low density CuO; dark red: high-density CuO). Voxel size: 633 nm3; Dataset 

size: 600×600×800 voxel3. (h) Phase volume fractions of cropped datasets (600×600×600 voxel3). 

Microfocus rotating anode X-ray source set at 35 kV and 25 mA. Scans performed in X-ray 
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absorption-contrast and large-field-of view (65 μm) modes, by taking 1601 projections through 180° 

with 50 s exposure and 1 voxel binning.  

Figure 5. Ex situ X-ray nano-CT study of CuO electrode. (a-c) Volume rendering for (a) pristine 

CuO, (b) CuO after 1 cycle, and (c) CuO after 10 cycles. Voxel size: 633 nm3; Dataset size: 

600×600×800 nm3. (d,e) Continuous particle size distribution of (d) high-density and (e) low-density 

CuO for a cropped datasets (600×600×600 voxel3). Microfocus rotating anode X-ray source set at 35 

kV and 25 mA. Scans performed in X-ray absorption-contrast and large-field-of view (65 μm) modes, 

by taking 1601 projections through 180° with 50 s exposure and 1 voxel binning.  

Figure 6. (a) Cycling trend and voltage profile (inset) of the LiNi0.33Co0.33Mn0.33O2 electrode in 

lithium half-cell galvanostatically cycled at a C-rate of C/3. (b) Galvanostatic voltage profiles of a 

steady-state cycle of lithium half-cells using LiNi0.33Co0.33Mn0.33O2 (red curve) and CuO (blue curve) 

cycled at C/3 and C/10 rates, respectively, used for determining the cell balance. Bottom x-axis 

reports the areal capacity of the cell (mAh cm−2) as referred to the electrode geometric area (1.54 

cm−2), while top x-axis reports the specific capacity of the cell (mAh g−1) as referred to the cathode 

weight. The half-cells mass loadings are reported in inset. (c) Voltage profile and (d) cycling behavior 

of the CuO/LiNi0.33Co0.33Mn0.33O2 full-cell cycled at a C-rate of C/3. Both C-rate and capacity of the 

full-cell are referred to the cathode weight. The values of 1C current are 278 mA g−1 for the 

LiNi0.33Co0.33Mn0.33O2 half-cell and for the CuO/LiNi0.33Co0.33Mn0.33O2 full-cell, and 674 mA g−1 for 

CuO half-cell, while the voltage limits are 0.02 – 3.0 V for CuO half-cell, 2.7 – 4.4 V for 

LiNi0.33Co0.33Mn0.33O2 half-cell and 0.7 – 4.3 V for the CuO/LiNi0.33Co0.33Mn0.33O2 full-cell.  
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Figure 3  
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Figure 4 
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Figure 5  
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Figure 6 
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